Semantical analysis of higher-order abstract syntax
Martin Hofmann

avoids explicit treatment of object-level variables. For example, the syntax of the untyped lambda calculus can be
specified follows.

Synopsis: A functor category semantics for higher-order abstract syntax is proposed with the following aims: relating higherorder and first order syntax, justifying induction principles, suggesting new logical principles to reason about higher-order syntax.

tm ::= app : tm ; tm ! tm
(1)
j lam : (tm ! tm ) ! tm
This specification means that the type tm of lambda expressions has two constructors: app and lam , the first of

1 Introduction

which is an ordinary binary first-order constructor, whereas
the second one is a higher-order constructor which takes a
meta-level function as argument. Using brackets for metalevel abstraction and parenthesisation with commas for possibly iterated meta-level application we can write down
closed terms of type tm like

It is the aim of this paper to advocate the use of functor categories as a semantic foundation of higher-order abstract syntax (HOAS). By way of example, we will show
how functor categories can be used for at least the following applications:






t def
= lam ([x: tm ]lam ([y: tm ]x))
def
f = lam ([x: tm ]lam ([y: tm ]y))
= lam ([x: tm ]lam ([f : tm ]app (f; x)))
1 def

relating first-order and higher-order abstract syntax
(proofs of adequacy) without using reduction rules,
justifying induction principles and other axioms assumed in conjunction with HOAS,

These correspond to the lambda terms xy:x, xy:y, and
xf:fx in standard notation. More generally, we can inductively define an encoding function p?q such that, when
t(~x) is a -term with free variables ~x = x1; : : :; xn then
pt(~x)q is a term of type tm involving free meta-level variables x1; : : :; xn of type tm .
The advantage of this higher-order syntax as opposed to
a first-order formal description of lambda terms like

suggesting new logical principles to reason about
HOAS,
making precise the relationship between proofs involving HOAS and properties of first-order syntax
(what exactly does this or that HOAS proof prove?)

The main aim of this paper is of pedagogical nature; it is our
hope that practical workers in the field will take the time to
familiarise themselves with the required category-theoretic
background and that the methods described in this and related papers by other authors (see Section 2 below) will
soon make their way into the standard toolbox of people
studying syntax of programming languages and similar systems.

1.1

(2)

tm ::= var : var ! tm
j app : tm ; tm ! tm
j lam : var ; tm ! tm

(3)

is that in higher-order syntax substitution and weakening
can be inherited from the metalanguage. For instance, we
can specify beta reduction by saying that app (lam(f ); t)
should reduce to f (t), whereas in first-order syntax we have
to talk about free and bound variables and define capturefree substitution in order to state such a reduction rule.
More detailed references on HOAS are [3, 9].
As is well-known, this simplicity comes for a price. In
order to retain conservativity of the higher-order syntax over
the first-order one we need to restrict the function space in
arguments of higher-order constructors like lam to definable ones and therefore we lose the possibility of defining
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property that closed terms of type tm correspond to objectlevel lambda terms fails.
On the other hand, the principle IND trivially does not
harm adequacy if we decree that Prop contains only one,
namely a true proposition. Then, of course, propositions
have no actual meaning.
We will show that there exists a sensible compromise: an
interpretation of propositions which achieves soundness of
IND yet does have the property that propositions are meaningful, in particular existential statements really mean existence of object-level terms. Of course AC ! is not valid under
this interpretation.

functions on lambda terms by recursion or case distinction.
For example, if we would allow the definition of a function
is app : tm ! tm by the clauses

is app (app (t; t0)) = t
is app (lam (f )) = f

(4)

Then lam ([x: tm ](is app)(x)) : tm and this term, albeit
closed, does not correspond to an ordinary lambda term.

1.2

Induction principle for HOAS

The situation is less clear with induction principles on
the propositional level. Suppose that our metalanguage contains a type Prop of propositions closed under impredicative universal quantification An example of such a metalanguage is the COQ system [2], see [11, 4] for examples of
HOAS developments in COQ.
In such a system we can formulate the following induction principle for untyped lambda terms.

IND def
= 8P : tm !Prop
(8t; t0: tm :P (t) ) P (t0) ) P (app (t; t0 ))) )
(8f : tm !tm :(8t: tm :P (t))P (f (t))))
P (lam (f ))) ) 8t: tm :P (t)

1.3

Another approach to marrying HOAS with induction has
recently been put forward by Pfenning et al. [5]. They argue that a function like is app does make sense when applied to closed terms only. In order to “reify” this restriction
they introduce a modal operator  operating on types in the
metalanguage. The idea is that in the running example tm
should denote the set of closed terms and, more generally,
(tm n ! tm ) denotes the set of terms in at most n-free
variables. Here and in the sequel we write An ! B for the
iterated function space A ! A ! : : : ! A ! B .
The operator  obeys a type-theoretic version of intuitionistic S4 modal logic. In particular, if e : A is a term
all of whose free variables have a type of the form C then
we obtain a term of type A corresponding to the necessitation rule. Intuitively, this means that when we substitute a
closed term for each free variable of a term then we end up
with a closed term.
The proposed iteration principle then allows one to
define a function f = It A (H app ; H lam ) of type tm !
A from functions H app : A ! A ! A and H lam :
(A ! A) ! A. The idea is that when we apply f to a
closed term e of type tm then in order to obtain f (e) : A
we normalise e and then literally replace each instance of
app with H app and every instance of H lam with lam
thus giving a term of type A.
The iterator is then brought to use in fascinating examples like a function of type tm ! nat counting the
number of bound variables.
In loc. cit. the iteration principle is justified using a
syntactic method which makes the above informal reasoning precise. Below, we will see how functor categories
can be used to give a very intuitive interpretation of the
modal operator and the iteration principle which provides a
“reduction-free” proof of adequacy and also suggests generalisations of the iteration principle to dependent types and
to propositions.

(5)

Is this principle “sound” and if so, what does it really mean?
Concerning the question of soundness we see immediately that it depends on the nature of the propositions, or
rather predicates, the outermost universal quantification of
IND ranges over.
If these are so strong that functions can be defined by
their (Prop-valued) graphs then it becomes unsound as we
can in this case recover the definition of is app . More
formally, this happens if we assume the principle of unique
choice AC ! familiar from topos theory:

AC ! def
= 8A; B : Set:8R: A ! B ! Prop:

(8a: A:9!b: B:R(a; b)) !
9f : A ! B:8a: A:R(a; f (a))

Modal operators

(6)

Here 9! means unique existence. It can be defined from universal quantification using the familiar encoding of existential quantification and Leibniz equality. We can now use the
defining clauses of is app to define its graph as a relation
IS APP (t; t0 ) which we can prove to be functional using
IND and hence obtain the function is app using AC !. The
logic then becomes unsound in the sense that it ascertains
the existence of elements of type tm which do not correspond to object-level terms. It is possible to formulate AC !
in an even stronger form which actually gives a term of type
A ! B rather than merely asserting its existence. Formally, this can be done by replacing the latter 9-quantifier by
a -type. With such a formulation even the basic adequacy
2

1.4

HOAS for alpha conversion

function should satisfy as an inductive definition:

subst (var ; u) = u
subst ([x: var ]var (y); u) = var (y)
subst ([x: var ]app (t1x; t2x); u) =
app (subst (t1; u); subst (t2 ; u))
subst ([x: var ]lam (tx); u) =
lam ([y: var ]subst ([y: var ]t(x; y); u))

Fed up with the difficulties with HOAS and induction
Despeyroux et al. [4] have proposed a different encoding of
lambda terms which gives up the built-in treatment of substitution yet retains the built-in treatment of -conversion
and the handling of free and bound variables. They assume
a type var of “variables” or “names” and define lambda
terms as an inductive type with the following constructors:

var : var ! tm
app : tm ! tm ! tm
lam : (var ! tm ) ! tm

Notice, how renaming of bound variables is here delegated
to the metalanguage.

(7)

1.5

So, a -term is viewed as either a variable, or an application of two lambda terms, or a function from variables to
lambda terms. Notice that this is an ordinary positive inductive definition; there are no negative occurrences of the
inductively defined type tm in arguments to the constructors as would be the case if we would understand the usual
HOAS definition of lambda terms as an inductive one.
Again, there is an obvious mapping of closed -terms to
closed terms of type tm , e.g.,

t def
= lam ([x: var ]lam ([y: var ]var (x)))
def
f = lam ([x: var ]lam ([y: var ]var (y)))

(9)

Equality of variables

Honsell et al. [11] have recently proposed an encoding
of the -calculus in COQ which is similar in spirit to the
approach from [4].
Here -calculus processes are presented as an inductive
datatype proc with one constructor corresponding to each
defining clause in the concrete first-order syntax. The constructors involving higher-order are the ones corresponding
to input and “new”:

nil : proc
out : name ! name ! proc ! proc
in : name ! (name ! proc ) ! proc
new : (name ! proc ) ! proc

(8)

(10)

:::

Whether or not we have adequacy, i.e., whether every closed
term of type tm denotes (i.e., can be reduced to) the encoding of an object-level term, depends on what exactly is the
type var of variables. If—as has been done in [4]—we take
var = nat, i.e., the type of natural numbers, then adequacy
is lost since we can then define functions of type var ! tm
by case distinction, recursion, etc.
If, on the other hand, as suggested in [12], we leave the
type of variables unspecified, e.g. take var as a variable of
type Set then adequacy does hold as can be seen by a syntactic argument.
The problem with this approach is that substitution is not
only no longer for free, but indeed, it is not even definable;
at least not as a function subst : (var ! tm ) ! tm ! tm
which takes a term with a designated hole and a term to
substitute for that hole.
The solution of [4] to this problem consists of defining
for each n 2 N a predicate WF on var n ! tm singling out
certain “well-formed” terms and then defining substitution
as a functional relation on “well-formed” terms.
However, the functor-category approach provides us
with another solution, namely it shows that we can soundly
assume that not only tm , but also the types var n ! tm validate an induction principle which in particular allows us to
view the following equations which a putative substitution

Consider, for example, the process P = x(y):z:yz:0
which reads a channel name y along a channel x creates a
new name (z ) and outputs it along the just received channel
y. Its encoding is
def

P def
= in (x; [y: name ]new ([z : name ]out (y; z; nil )))

(11)

In order to formulate the operational semantics of the calculus as a relation on processes one needs equality of
names and also an extensionality principle for processes involving free names. They add these in the form of unproved
axioms and argue intuitively for their soundness without,
however, being able to provide a rigorous proof.
Using functor categories it is possible to justify all of
their axioms and to derive adequacy of their encoding.
To keep this abstract within the page limits we reformulate the salient features of a selection of their axioms in the
context of the encoding of the untyped lambda calculus (7).
In the full paper the -calculus encoding from [11] will be
studied in more detail.
Suppose that we postulate that Leibniz equality of variables is decidable:

DEC def
= 8x; y: var :x=y _ :x=y
3

(12)

together with

EXT def
= 8p; q: var ! tm :
8x: var :x 62 p ^ x 62 q ! p(x) = q(x)) )

in this volume. One is Pitts and Gabbay’s proposal to use
ZF set theory with atoms as a meta-language for syntax with
variable binding [8]. The other one is [7] which proposes
and studies presheaves over the category of finite sets as a
model for a higher-order syntax in the style of [4]. There is
an overlap between this paper and the first part of Section 7
below.

(13)

p=q
Here, x 62 p means that x does not occur freely in p.

This
predicate admits an inductive definition using equality of
variables for the cases var (x) and lam (f ), see [11] for details. The principle EXT expresses that a bound variable
can be chosen distinct from all names occurring freely in
the body. (In the context of -calculus the corresponding
principles ascertains freshness of new names provided by
the  -binder.)
Again, it is easy to see that these principles are in conflict
with unique choice AC ! because that principle would allow
us to define the characteristic function of equality on names

eq : var ! var ! nat

3 Functor categories
Let C be a small category with cartesian products and
terminal object. A presheaf over C consists of a family of
sets (AX )X 2C indexed by objects of C and for each morphism f 2 C (X; Y ) a function Af : AY ! AX such that
Aid (a) = a and Agf (a) = Af (Ag (a)).
A morphism or natural transformation from presheaf A
to presheaf B is a family of functions (mX )X 2C such that
mX : AX ! BX and for each f : X ! Y and a 2 AY
we have mY (Af (a)) = Bf (mX (a)) (naturality). In this
way, the presheaves form a category: the functor category
op
Cb = Set C .
The category Cb has cartesian products and a terminal
object given pointwise by (A  B )X = AX  BX and
>X = f?g.
For each object Y 2 C we have the so-called representable presheaf Y (Y ) 2 Cb given by Y (Y )X = C (X; Y )
and Y (Y )f (u) = u  f . This assignment extends to a full
Cb called Yoneda embedand faithful functor Y : C
ding, the morphism part is given by post-composition. If
Y (Y ) then m = Y (mX (id X )) by natm : Y (X )
urality thus establishing fullness. The Yoneda embedding
preserves cartesian products as Y (U  V )Z 
= C (Z; U ) 
C (Z; V ) = Y (U )Z  Y (V )Z .
For each presheaf A we have a natural isomorphism
AX 
= Cb (Y (X ); A) If a 2 AX then Y (X )Z 3 u 7!
Au (a) 2 AZ . Conversely, if m 2 Cb (Y (X ); A) then
mX (id X ) 2 AX .
If X 2 C and A 2 Cb a presheaf AX is defined by AX
Y =
b
AX Y . The category C is cartesian closed; the function
space A)B is given by (A)B )X = Cb (A; B X ). The application map (A)B )  A
B sends m 2 Cb (A; B X )
and a 2 AX to B (mX (a)) where  2 C (X; X  X )
is the diagonal. Conversely, if m : C  A ! B then
curry(m) : C
A)B sends c 2 CX to AY 3 a 7!
mX Y (C (c); A0 (a)) where ; 0 are the first and second
projections.
Function spaces with representable presheaves admit a
simpler characterisation, namely we have

(14)

with 8x; y: var :x=y () eq (x; y)=1 and that in turn
would give rise to “exotic terms” like

Q def
= [x: var ]if eq (x; y) then u else v
where y: var and u; v: tm are variables.

This in itself would not be so bad, but from
could conclude that, in fact,

(15)

EXT

we

Q = [x: var ]v
(16)
Therefore, u = v by inserting y for x, so all terms would be

-

-

Leibniz-equal.
As we shall see, without AC! these axioms can be
soundly and sensibly interpreted.

2 Related work
The idea of using functor categories to describe binding
of variables and freshness seems to be “in the air”. In a semantical context it has been around for a while, notably in
the theory of idealised Algol [16, 15] and in semantic models of the -calculus [18, 6]. The only place in the literature
where functor categories have been used explicitly to justify higher-order syntax is [10]. It is, however, fair to say
that the possibility of using functor categories for HOAS is
part of the folklore. Indeed, I believe that most if not all of
the results to be elaborated in this paper are known to one
or the other person who has used functor categories in a semantic context. The point of this paper is mostly to make
these techniques available to syntactically minded people
who want to use HOAS to describe and reason about programming languages.
During the work on this paper I have become aware of
two independent projects of a similar nature which appear

-

-

Y (X ))A 
= AX
To see this, we calculate as follows:
Cb (Y (Y ); Y (X ))A) 
=
4

(17)

(Y (X ))A)Y 
=

Cb (Y (Y )  Y (X ); A) 
= Cb (Y (X  Y ); A) 
=
X
.
This
characterisation
is the most important
A
AX Y 
= Y
reason for the applicability of presheaves to higher-order
syntax.
In a nutshell the idea is as follows. Interpret the metalanguage in an appropriate functor category Cb where C is
chosen such that all metalanguage types appearing in negative positions (such as tm in the typing of lam in Eqn. 1) are
representable. Then use Equation 17 to analyse the types
of constants. If our metalanguage is merely simply-typed
lambda calculus then the structure of functor categories exhibited so far suffices to interpret it. Dependent types in the
metalanguage can also be accommodated in any presheaf
category, see [10] for details. Also universes can be easily modelled. If impredicativity is desired like for COQ’s
Set one needs to consider presheaves relative to some constructive set theory which supports such universes in the
first place. See [1] for details.
Being a topos every presheaf category also supports a
notion of predicates, propositions, and higher-order logic:
a predicate on some presheaf F is a subobject of F , i.e., a
family of subsets UX  FX such that u 2 UX  Ff (u) 2
UY for each f 2 FX ; f : Y ! X . Such predicates are in
1-1 correspondence with morphisms from F to Prop =
where X is the set of predicates on Y (X ). This “canonical” interpretation of propositions, however, always validates
AC! and will therefore sometimes have to be replaced by a
different one.

and produces t1 t2 2 Tm X . Since application is compatible
with substitution we obtain a natural transformation App :
Tm  Tm
Tm given by App X (t1 ; t2) = t1 t2 .
The category Shas cartesian products which are given
on objects by disjoint union of variable sets. In particular,
we have X  fyg = X [ fy0 g where y0 62 X . This means
that for any presheaf F 2 b
Swe have

-

(Tm )F )X 
= FX [fxg

(18)

Therefore, in particular (Tm )Tm )X 
=
Tm X [fxg . Note that Tm )Tm is not representable. For
this to be the case, we would need an object Z 2 Ssuch
that (Tm )Tm )X 
= S(X [ fxg; fyg) 
= S(X;Z ). But
there is no such set Z . With Z = fyg we have back-andforth morphisms given by abstraction and application to the
variable x. However, these do not form a bijection.
The characterisation of Tm )Tm provides us with a
family of maps
when

x 62 X .

Lam X : (Tm )Tm )X

- Tm X

(19)

by Lam X (t) = x:t. Since -abstraction also commutes
with substitution we obtain in fact a natural transformation. This suggests to interpret the metalanguage used for
S and in
the HOAS encoding (1) in the functor category b
particular to interpret tm ; app ; lam by Tm ; App ; Lam , respectively.
This interpretation—when appropriately formalised—
then associates to each meta-level term M : tm with free
variables x1: tm ; : : :; xn: tm a natural transformation

[ M ] : Tm n - Tm
in such a way that -equal terms receive equal denotation.

4 Adequacy
Consider the HOAS encoding (1) of the untyped lambda
calculus. A functor category model of the relevant part of
the metalanguage can be obtained as follows: Let Sbe the
category which has as objects finite sets of variables X =
fx1; : : :; xng and -substitutions as morphisms.
A -substitution from X = fx1; : : :; xmg to Y =
fy1 ; : : :; yn g is given by a function  which to each variable yi 2 Y assigns an (object level) -term (yi ) whose
free variables are among the variables in X . For example,
(y1 ) = z:z , (y2 ) = z:zx1 defines a morphism from
fx1g to fy1; y2 g.
Let us write Tm Y for the set of object-level -terms
modulo -conversion whose free variables are contained in
Y . If t 2 Tm Y and  : X ! Y is a -substitution then
we obtain t[] 2 Tm X as the simultaneous capture-free
substitution of each yi by (yi ). This allows us to define
composition in Sby (   )(z ) =  (z )[]. It can be verified
that this makes Sinto a category and Tm into a presheaf
over S with morphism part given by Tm  (t) = t[]. In
fact, Tm is the representable presheaf S(?; fyg) for some
arbitrarily chosen variable y.
Application of -terms takes two terms t1 ; t2 2 Tm X

But by the Yoneda Lemma such natural transformations
are in 1-1 correspondence with S-morphisms from X =
fx1; : : :; xng to fxg, i.e., with elements of Tm X . Concretely, if f : Tm n
Tm is a bS-map then we obtain
dec(f ) 2 Tm X by

-

dec(f )

= fX (x1; : : :; xn)

def

(20)

Moreover, by inducion on the definition of p?q it follows
that

[ ptq] X (s1 ; : : :; sn) = t[]
(21)
when t = t(y1 ; : : :; yn ) is an object-level term with free
variables among Y = fy1 ; : : :; yng and si = (yi ) are the
- Y . Putting
components of a -substitution  : X
these together shows

Proposition 4.1 If M (x1; : : :; xn) is a meta-language term
of type tm with free variables xi : tm then there exists an
object level term t(x1; : : :; xn), namely t = dec([[M ] ) such
that

[ M ] = [ ptq]
5

Pred(G) then we can define 8m (U ) 2 Pred(F ) by

Using a logical relation it is possible to show the stronger
result that

8m (U ) = ff 2F; j 8g2 G;:m; (f ) = g implies g 2 U g

M =  pdec([[M ] )q

(23)

which is the usual statement of adequacy.
Notice that our proof of existence of object-level terms
corresponding to meta-language terms did not rely on any
notion of term rewriting in the meta-language.

In case where m is a projection this interprets the usual universal quantification.
A predicate U 2 Pred(F ) is true if it equals the whole
of U; . In particular, a closed proposition U 2 Pred(>) is
true if it is the singleton set.

5 Induction principle

Definition 5.1 Let E be a category. A contravariant functor
Set is called a tripos if
Pred : E o p



Recall the induction principle (5). Our aim is to interpret
Sfrom the previous section.
it in the model b
As argued in the introduction, the soundness of IND depends on our notion of proposition; in particular it is trivially true under an interpretation in which every proposition
is true. It is false under an interpretation in which functional
proposition-valued relations determine actual functions. In
particular, this rules out an interpretation of propositions as
sets in the style of Martin-Löf type theory.
The usual topos-theoretic interpretation of predicates as
sub-objects also cannot be used as it validates AC !.
Intuitively, a principle like IND can only be sound if the
quantification in the conclusion 8x: tm :(x) ranges over
closed terms only. We can achieve this effect by decreeing
that a predicate over some presheaf F 2 b
Sis a subset of F; ,
in particular a predicate over Tm is a set of closed terms.
def
More formally, we put Pred(F ) = P (F; ). Of course, we
cannot make arbitrary such declarations; we have to convince ourselves that propositional connectives and quantifiers as well as inference rules and axioms admit an adequate and convincing interpretation. The arising proofobligations can be packaged in the form of a tripos [13],
i.e., we have to show that Pred(?) extends to one such.
Before defining this concept in detail we will describe its
salient features for the particular case at hand.
Set
Sop
Firstly, Pred extends to a functor Pred : b
with morphism part given by inverse image: if m :
G
F and U  F; then Pred(m)(U ) =
fx2 G; j m; (x) 2 U g.
This functor is itself representable; we have a presheaf
Prop 2 b
Ssuch that

Pred(F ) 
= bS(F; Prop)

each set Pred(X ) forms a Heyting algebra (model
for intuitionistic propositional logic), and this structure is preserved by the morphism part of Pred, i.e.,
Pred(u) : Pred(Y )
Pred(X ) is a Heyting
algebra morphism for each u 2 E (X; Y ),

-




The functor Pred is representable, i.e., there is an object Prop 2 E so that Pred(X ) 
= E (X; Prop),

-

Y (typically a
For each morphism  : X
product projection, i.e., X = Y  D, in which case
8 quantifies over D.) there is a function 8 :
Pred(X )
Pred(Y ) so that )8 ( ) =
Pred()()) where ) is implication in Pred(Y )
and Pred(X ).

-



Quantification commutes with substitution in the sense
that whenever

X0
u0

?

X

-

-

-

0

- Y0
u



- Y?

is a pullback in E then Pred(u)(8 ()) =
80 (Pred(u0)() for each  2 Pred(X ). Again,
a typical example arises when X = Y  D; X 0 =
Y 0  D; u0 = u  D.
If E models some metalanguage, e.g., simply typed lambda
calculus then a tripos over E models higher order logic over
that language in the sense that there is a type of propositions, term formers for implication and universal quantification and an additional judgment ? `  which states that 
is a true proposition involving variables from ?. Of course
this presupposes that ? `  : Prop. The usual intuitionistic
rules plus the axiom 8p:q: Prop:p$ qq ! p=q are validated.
A tripos does not model propositions-as-types, i.e., for
each proposition  : Prop a type Prf () of proofs of .

(22)

F = Y (X ) suggests to take PropX =
= P (Tm X; ) In other words a proposition
“at stage X ” is a subset of S(;;X ).
For two predicates U; V 2 Pred(F ) the implication is
defined as usual in classical logic by U )V = U [ V .
- G is a morphism and U 2
Finally, if m : F
Setting

Pred(Y (X ))

6

If that is desired, one must interpret types as pairs (X; )
where X 2 E and  2 Pred(X ).
The following result (due to Jaap van Oosten) allows us
to construct many triposes easily.

A more interesting application builds on typed terms,
i.e., we introduce a type ty : Set together with constants o : ty and arr : ty ! ty ! ty . We also
replace our type of terms ty by a family of types tm :
ty ! Set and use appropriate constants app and lam , e.g.,
lam : a; b: ty :(tm (a)!tm (b))!tm (arr (a; b)). We furthermore assume that ty is an inductive type, i.e., that we
can define functions and families of types or propositions
by induction over ty . This, of course, requires a dependently typed metalanguage such as Martin-Löf type theory.
This metalanguage can be interpreted as presheaves over
the category which has sets of typed variables as objects
and simply-typed substitutions as morphisms. The interpretation of ty is the constant presheaf of type expressions;
the interpretation of tm (a) is the again the appropriate representable presheaf.
A typed version of principle IND can then be validated
which can be used to establish the following proposition

1. For any topos E the setting Pred(X ) =
E (X; ) 
= Sub (X ) determines a tripos structure.
2. If E ; F are categories with cartesian products and terminal object, PredF a tripos structure on F , and
f : E - F a finite limit preserving functor with
- E , then PredE (X ) def=
a right adjoint f  : F
PredF (f (X )) determines a tripos structure on E .
Our tripos given by Pred(X ) = P (S(;; X )) arises by taking E = b
S; F = Set; f (A) = A; . It is clear that f preserves
Theorem 5.2

finite limits as these are computed pointwise; the required
(;;Y )
right adjoint is obtained by f  (X )Y = X S
.
Let us now see how this interpretation validates our induction principle. After a somewhat laborious unfolding of
the definitions we find that IND states the following: for
each P 2 Pred(Tm ) = P (Tm ; ), i.e., for each set of
closed terms, it holds that if
(A) for any two t1; t2
(L) for each t
whenever s

x:t 2 P
then P = Tm ; .

8a: ty :8x: tm (a):9y: tm (a):whnf (y) ^ whred (x; y)
where whred (x; y) and whnf (x) denote weak-head reduc-

tion and weak-head normality, both of which are readily
definable in higher-order logic. The proof goes by defining a family of Tait-style reducibility predicates RED :
a: ty :tm (a) ! Prop by

2 P we have t1t2 2 P ,

2 Tm fxg which has the property that
2 P then t[x:=s] 2 P , it holds that

RED (o ; t) = 8P : Prop:P
RED (arr (a; b); t) = 9f : tm (a)!tm (b):
whred (t; lam (a; b; f ))^
8x: tm (a):RED (a; x) ) RED (b; f (x))

To see that this is valid let P be a set of closed terms such
that (A) and (L) above are valid. By induction on objectlevel lambda terms we can now show the following

version of) IND gives us
from which the desired
conclusion is direct.
We remark that it is not possible
to define typing as a relation between type expressions
and untyped terms because our notion of predicate would
mean that typing relates closed terms to types only, but the
restriction of typing to closed terms doesn’t seem to admit
a reasonable inductive definition.
Now

Lemma: For each set of variables X = fx1; : : :; xng and
t 2 Tm X the following holds. If  2 S(;; X ) is such that
(x) 2 P for each x 2 X then t[] 2 P .
The desired conclusion that
specialising to X = ;.

5.1

P = Tm ; then follows by

typed

6 Modal operator

Applications of IND

Let us move back to the encoding of untyped lambda
S. We have a
calculus and its justification using the model b
bSgiven by (F )X = F;.
functor  : b
S
We have    =  and there is a natural transformation
" :  ! Id given by ("F )X (f ) = Fhi (f ) where f 2 FX
and hi 2 S(X; ;) is the empty substitution.
These data make  a comonad on b
Sand in particular, if
m : F
G then we can “raise” m to a morphism
from F to G, namely m in view of 2 = .
This allows us to model Pfenning’s modal lambda calculi
[17, 5].

A first trivial application is that the following proposition
is provable using IND :

8x: tm :(9y; z : tm :x = app (y; z ))_
(9f : tm !tm :x=lam (f ))

(the

8a: ty :8t: tm (a):RED (a; t)

-

(24)

Here y = z denotes Leibniz equality definable in higherorder logic. Its denotation in the model is exactly syntactic
equality of closed terms. So, the meaning of this proposition
is that every closed term is syntactically equal either to an
application or to an abstraction.

-
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The interpretation of the type tm then becomes the
presheaf Tm which is the constant presheaf of closed
terms. Similarly, the interpretation of (tm !tm ) becomes
the constant presheaf consisting of the terms in exactly one
free variable and more generally, (tm n!tm ) is the constant presheaf of terms in n distinguished free variables.
The interpretation of (tm ) ! tm on the other hand becomes the constant presheaf consisting of all set-theoretic
functions between closed terms. We remark that this is
very well in line with the intuitions provided in [5] which,
however, do not receive semantical underpinning there.
The types (tm n ! tm ) now carry an inductive structure in b
Swith respect to the usual topos-theoretic interpretation of predicates, i.e., where Pred(F ) consists of all subobjects of F and accordingly PropX is the set of subobjects
of Y (X ).
Under this interpretation the axiom of unique choice is
validated and allows us to define recursion principles from
induction principles in the usual set-theoretic way. We
will formulate a general induction principle which requires
a type nat of natural numbers interpreted as the constant
presheaf NX = N which is the natural numbers object in
b
S. We use the abbreviation tm (n) for tm n ! tm . We also
write app (n) : tm (n) ! tm (n) ! tm (n) and lam (n) :
tm (n+1) ! tm (n) for the obvious liftings of app and lam
obtained from the equation tm (n+1) = tm ! tm (n). If we
aim for a less ambitious metalanguage then—without looking at the semantics again—we can derive more specialised
induction and recursion principles from that one in the language of topos logic.
Our induction principle takes the following form:

we may have to change our base category C , but obviously
 can be defined in those cases as well.

7 Variables and names
In order to validate the HOAS from [4] we need a
presheaf of variables that is representable so that we can unravel the function spaces of the form var ! A. In order to
achieve this, we use the subcategory V  Swhich consists
of the variable substitutions only, i.e., those  2 S(X; Y )
for which (y) is a variable (from X ) for each y 2 Y .
We have the representable presheaf Var 
= Y (fxg) given
by Var X = X and the presheaf of terms as before (i.e.
Tm X = S(X; fxg)) which is now no longer representable
though. Equation 17 gives us (Var ) Tm )X 
= Tm X [fxg
b.
thus allowing us to interpret the signature from [4] in V
It is now possible to validate Martin-Löf-style inductionrecursion principles for tm and also for the functional types
var n ! tm which allow one to define substitution as
sketched above in Section 1.4. Rather than showing directly
how these principles are validated we will exhibit Tm and
more generally Var n)Tm as initial algebras for appropriate signature functors. The interpretation of induction / recursion principles are then a routine generalisation of the
derivation of the induction scheme for a natural numbers
object as explained e.g. in Section II.4 of [14].

-

Theorem 7.1 Let E ; F be categories and f : E
F be
a functor with right adjoint f  .
E and T 0 : F
F be
Furthermore, let T : E
functors such that T 0  f = f  T by some natural isomorphism .
If a : T (A)
A is an initial T -algebra then  f (a) :
f (A) is an initial T 0 -algebra.
T 0 (f (A))

-

IND   8P : n: nat:(tm (n) ) ! Prop
(8n: nat:8t:t0: tm (n) :P (n; t) ) P (n; t0) )
P (n; app (n)(t; t0))) )
(25)
(8n: nat:8t: tm (n+1) :P (n + 1; t) )
P (n; lam (n) (t))) )
8n: nat:8t: (tm (n) ):P (n; t)
Here  in front of app and lam is a syntactic reflection of

-

-

Proof. By showing that f and f  lift to a pair of adjoint
functors between the categories of T -, resp. T 0 -algebras.
The initial T -algebra being an initial object of the former
category will therefore be preserved.


the “raising” operation which is allowed here since all free
variables of the term under question are of boxed type. The
modal lambda calculi in op. cit. make this more precise.
Sis straightforThe proof that this principle is valid in b
ward from the explicitation of the denotations of the types
tm (n) sketched above.
Since we have not changed our semantic universe the adequacy proof from Section 4 continues to hold.
From IND  we can derive other principles using merely
higher-order logic with unique choice. In particular, all the
recursion principles from [5] including the one mentioned
in Section 1.3 can be validated in the same way as AC! allows us to recover primitive recursion from induction. Of
course, when other base types and constants are present then

The following properties of Var )? are established by direct verfication.
Proposition 7.2 1. The functor Var )?
has a right adjoint R given by
b (Var )Y (X ); F ),
V
2.
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- V ar)Var
Var const

id

:

b
V

R(F )X

- Vb
=

> is a coproduct diagram, i.e., an element of Var )Var is either a constant or the identity and we can define functions on
Var )Var by case distinction on which of the two
holds.

that whenever p; q 2 Tm (X ) and py = qy 2 Tm X [fyg
for some y 62 X then p = q. A truism.
Finally, we need to verify that this tripos also validates
the induction principle for tm , i.e., the proposition

3. The presheaf Tm is an initial algebra for the functor

T (X ) = Var + X  X + Var )X

-

with structure map T (Tm )
Tm obtained by
case distinction from var ; app ; and lam .

8P : tm !Prop:
(8x: var :P (var (x)) !
(8x; y: tm :P (x)!P (y)!P (app (x; y))) !
(8f : var !tm :(8x: var :P (f (x))!P (lam (f ))))
8t: tm :P (t)

Iterating part ii together with the fact that Var ) ? preserves coproducts shows that Var n )Var 
= 1++1+
Var , i.e., an n-ary function on variables is either one of the
n projections or a constant. It also follows from the preservation of coproducts that

(26)
and, more generally, analogous principles for var n ! tm .
Notice that in the absence of propositions-as-types this is
not an immediate consequence of the initial algebra property.
However, in the case at hand, we can deduce it from
bIgiven by
Thm. 7.1 with T 0 : bI

T (Var n)X ) 
=
Var ) ((Var n)Var ) + X  X + Var )X )
thus providing an initial algebra characterisation of
Var n)Tm by Theorem 7.1. In particular, we have that
Var )Tm is initial algebra for the functor T (X ) = 1 +
Var + X  X + Var )X thus providing us with the recursion principle required to define substitution according to
Eqn. 9. Again, we can syntactically derive from the initial
algebra property more specialised induction and recursion
prinicples without having to justify these anew.
In order to justify axioms EXT ; DEC and the other axioms from [11] which are not reproduced here we need
again a special interpretation of the type Prop of propositions which does not validate AC!.
Let us first see that DEC is not valid in the full topos lob . We have that Eq X  Var X  Var X defined by
gic of V
EX = f(x; x) j x2X g forms a subobject of Var  Var ,
in fact it is the denotation of Leibniz equality on Var in
the topos logic. However the complement of Eq given by
InEq X = f(x; y) j x2X; y2X; x 6= yg fails to be a subobject because it is not preserved by non-injective variable
substitutions. Of course, the proposition :x=y has a denotation in the topos logic, but its meaning is absurdity and
b validates the proposition
consequently the topos logic of V
8x; y: var :::x=y! So, DEC fails.
In order to enforce DEC we simply arrange matters so
that InEq becomes an allowable predicate. More formally, we use the subcategory I  V consisting of the
injective variable substitutions, i.e., I(X;Y ) = f :
Y !X j  injectiveg.
b to injective substituThe restriction of presheaves in V
bIand (as every such reb
tions gives us a functor f : V
striction functor it preserves finite limits and has a right adjoint given by f  (A)Y = bI(S(?; Y ); A). So, Theorem 5.2
b by defining Pred(A) as
shows that we obtain a tripos on V
b
the set of subobjects of F in I. More concretely, a predicate
on F is given by a family of subsets UX  FX such that
for each injective , i.e.,  2 I(Y; X ) and f 2 UX we have
F (f ) 2 UY . We have argued informally above that DEC
holds in this tripos; the validity of EXT amounts to the fact

-

T 0 (X ) = Var + X X + Var (X
b this is not
where (Var (F )X = FX [fyg . Unlike in V
the function space Var )F , but only a right adjoint to a
certain tensor product on bI. The reason is that the diagonal map  used in the verification that F A 
= Y (A))F
is not available in I. Astonishingly, one has in bI a map
: Var )F
Var (F , but it fails to be injective.
It would thus be possible to interpret the metalanguage in bI
directly, hence use the full topos logic, but the interpretation
of lam obtained as the composition of the third inductive
constructor corresponding to T 0 with the map would not
be injective.
Axiom EXT would then be valid with conclusion
lam (p) = lam (q) rather than p = q.
This is basically the approach of [18, 6] except that
domain-valued functors are used there.
In fact, in these papers the subcategory Sh :: (I) of bIconsisting of pullback preserving functors only is used. This
category forms again a topos and it validates full classical
logic, i.e., 8p: Prop:p _ :p. One has again a finite limit
preserving functor f : bI
Sh :: (I) admitting a right

adjoint f (namely the inclusion Sh :: (I)  bI), so one can
b
again use Thm. 5.2 to obtain another tripos structure on V
which would validate classical logic. Fortunately, this new
tripos is nothing but the one given by restricting the old one
to double negation closed predicates, i.e.,
def

-

-

-

Pred:: (F ) = fP 2Pred(F ) j ::P

= Pg

Since the axioms we were interested in were purely implicational formulas with decidable conclusion their validity carries over to Pred:: . This shows that by working
with Pred:: one can justify full classical logic and not
just DEC while still having EXT plus induction principles.
9

As indicated, this can be seen directly by syntactic considerations without even mentioning Sh :: (I). We close
by remarking that Sh :: (I) is equivalent to the categorical
structure underlying [8], so that in some sense our tripos
b (the apPred:: can be seen as an amalgamation of V
proach also taken by Fiore et al. ) with Gabbay and Pitts’
setting thus providing a formal link between the three works
on higher-order syntax present in this volume.
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